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Majority of my life I had no

significant connection to Alberta

Hospital.  But about 7 years ago my

younger sister suffered a psychotic

break.  Without any one in her life

aware, she had passed through the

onset stage of developing a mental

illness and was suddenly in an

acute period of psychosis.  

 

Psychosis: a severe mental disorder

in which thought and emotions are

so impaired that contact is lost with

external reality.  

  

Every patients’ psychosis is

different.  Unfortunately, my sister’s

experience involved a pattern of her

mind tricking her to believe she was

in some type of an eerie, post-

apocalyptic world.  As one can

imagine it was a living nightmare for

her; which was very sad to go

through and for our family to

witness.   

She has been through this acute

phase of psychosis three times over

the past seven years. The first time

lasted for a couple weeks, the next

lasted for a month, and the most

recent psychosis she went through

lasted 3 months.   

 

It takes emergency medical

intervention with prescription anti-

psychotic drugs to effectively treat a

person suffering a psychosis.  The

sooner intervention happens the

better their recovery, but recovery is

always a long journey.  

 

A patient in acute psychosis needs

to be hospitalized so they are in a

safe environment while waiting for

the medical drugs and other

treatments to start working.

Everyone’s body chemistry is

uniquely different, so depending on

the case this can take days; but

most often weeks, months or even

years for a patient to become

balanced again.   
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The periods of psychosis my sister

experienced all caused her to be

completely mixed up over what she

was seeing, hearing and thinking.

 Everything she was experiencing

and all the feedback she was

understanding in her mind felt

normal to her, but it was all based

on many hallucinations.  The world

had completely shifted through her

eyes and she had no idea that shift

occurred.  It’s clear how unsafe it

would be for a patient in this state of

mind to be out in society on their

own. 

 

When my sister was suffering in an

acute state of psychosis there was

no place safer for her to be than

Alberta Hospital; here there was a

complete population of people who

understood exactly what she and

the many patients were

experiencing.  Everyone there is

trained personnel, other patients or

the family and friends of patients. 

 

When you bring someone you love

to the hospital it’s out of

desperation. You have no personal

ability to help this human being in

front of you, so you place them in

the trusted hands of a skilled

stranger.  The trained hospital staff

at Alberta Hospital ensured the  

paired with stained, worn and

mismatched furniture.  A very

homely appearance and although

there are touches of bright efforts

throughout; these efforts appear

to be sparse and in small bursts

when compared to the vast areas

of unmaintained décor. 

 

This appearance does not create

a sense of cheer or hope in

anyway. It makes the hospital

feel forgotten; especially when

you consider the huge renovation

efforts and infrastructure

expansions that have been going

on elsewhere in our city.  There is

a large number of people

admitted to and working at this

hospital daily; it is definitely not

forgotten and on the contrary vital

to its overpopulation of patients. 

 

Everyone who encounters Alberta

Hospital must look very hard past

it’s rough appearance to see the

huge amount of good this place is

doing.  All the funding and

resources they receive go toward

the tools it takes to keep their

doors open and operating

effectively.  It requires a huge

amount of staff, programs,

equipment, beds and so much

more to take care of this

hospital’s functional needs.   

safety and well being of my sister

every day of her psychoses.  

 

Admitting a loved one to a hospital

while they are totally confused

about it is incredibly hard to do.  In

the meantime you still need to go to

work, take care of yourself and

continue with your life. You ensure

to visit them as often as possible,

but it’s heartbreaking every time

you say goodbye. 

What naturally makes it more

difficult to leave someone behind as

a patient at Alberta Hospital is the

severely drab and rundown

appearance throughout their facility.

 On the exterior you see an old,

traditional building perched upon

green, lush grounds; an expansive

and alluring sanctuary.  But as you

step through the Alberta Hospital

doors you see a décor which looks

old, dirty and dramatically outdated; 
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Within the renovation industry

and CHBA we realize the way a

space makes you feel, in a visual

and aesthetic sense, is equally

important to its function.   

 

I currently work for Vicky’s

Homes, and I’ve been in the

home interiors industry for the

past decade; so I understand the

connection between the

atmosphere of a space

enhancing your personal

perception and feelings. A

beautiful surrounding can truly

create a hopeful mood which

fosters healing.  

 

My experiences at Alberta

Hospital were monumental for

me.  I could never forget the

problem I’d discovered: people

suffering in frightfully abnormal

states of mind, which was

causing them immense sensitivity

to their surroundings; and all this

was strongly juxta positioned

against an unencouraging and

desolate backdrop. Sometimes

an issue can seem too big for

one person alone to handle, and

this was one of those types of

problems. 

 

But over the past couple years I

became connected with the

Edmonton region of the Canadian

Home Builder’s Association

(CHBA), which is where I learned

of the Renovator Committee’s

annual charity renovation project.

 This is a project where skilled

renovators and tradesmen all get

together and donate their

personal time, tools and materials

to create a huge transformation

at a local non-profit.  These

charity renovations are costly and 

require a large amount of

resources, donations and personal

time to make them happen.  This is

a collective effort to help our fellow

community in need—just because it

feels good to make a positive

difference.  

 

All the members of the renovator

committee have huge hearts. They

schedule time as a large group

monthly and in smaller groups

weekly, to propel forwards a new

charity project every year.  This will

be their fourth consecutive year

successfully accomplishing this big

goal. 

 

I am beholden to every single

member on the Renovator

Committee for sharing my vision of

creating a beautiful space within

Alberta Hospital for patients and

families to spend their time.  We will

be revitalizing two different areas:

their bistro (legendarily named Budz

Bistro) and a fully-enclosed outdoor

courtyard.  With this many

passionate and talented people

working together, these 

transformations will be awe-

inspiring for sure! 

 

We are creating warm, cheerful and

uplifting spaces which will be

utilized every single day, by many

patients and their families, for years

to come. It’s incredible what these

renovators can do! 
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